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3 Ubicaciones indicadas 

Wokshow 

"Authentic Dumplings in Prenzlauerberg"

Wokshow offers the standard array of Chinese dishes delivered with

meticulous execution, and the dumplings are the main specialty. Order

them in plates of 20 or 40, fried or steamed, meat or vegetarian. The

decor inside is fairly unusual, with dark walls covered in enormous

paintings of fantastical scenes from Chinese history, but it is comfortable,

with a mix of large and small tables providing seating for couples or for

larger groups. The service is good, and the dumplings are moderately

priced.

 +49 30 4391 1857  Greifenhagener Straße 31, Berlín
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Restaurant Good Friends 

"China Town"

As far as Chinese cuisine is concerned, the Restaurant Good Friends is

certainly an unparalleled choice. China is known for its traditions and

meals are an integral part of its culture, you can experience authentic

Chinese culinary culture at this restaurant. The best of Cantonese and

Chinese varieties are served on the platter; owing to popular demand, this

outlet has expanded its dining space, thereby accommodating additional

patrons. Given its popularity, it is better to make reservations in advance

to avoid last minute disappointment.

 +49 30 313 2659  www.goodfriends-

berlin.de/

 info@goodfriends-berlin.de  Kantstraße 30, Berlín
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China Restaurant Do De Li 

"All About Chinese Dining!"

China Restaurant Do De Li may not have an exclusive view or lavish

interiors, however its delectable menu makes up for it. Noodle soups and

dishes like beef salad are spicier varieties, it also offers milder stuff like

eggplant stew and different salads. The pickles and other sauces that are

provided for on the table, when added to a soup or mains further enhance

the dish. Certainly, Do De Li is a refreshing change from your typical

Chinese take-out outlets and offers authentic Chinese dining experience

to its patrons.

 +49 30 312 5418  www.dodeli.de/  dodeliberlin@gmail.com  Kantstraße 120, Berlín
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